
The Best Visits Start With You

Sometimes people tell us they don@t know what to say and so, they stay away.

Getting the most from a visit is as important for you as it is for the person you are visiting.

The very best visits come about with a little preparation and the understanding that it@s really not

about you, it is about the person you@ve taken time for. If you don@t know what

to say, or how to act, or what to do, this brochure should replace

that uneasiness with thoughts that will make this a fulfilling

time for both of you.
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The test of enjoyment is the
remembrance which it leaves behind.

— Logan Pearsall Smith (Author)
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Say hello to other residents. Not everyone gets
company and a friendly exchange is often welcome.
Make sure to get to know the staff as well.

And finally, slow down! Our lives are busy but this is
a space for you to slow down which is better for both of
you. Your visit doesn@t have to be long and with a little
thought, it will be fulfilling for both of you.

Thanks for the memories . . .
Photos and stories are an important part of
sharing our lives, and our elders are living
history books. Sharing photos and stories
also creates wonderful conversations and
opportunities for listening.

Sharing the past and the present . . .
Photo ID Day. Often family photos are unmarked and
this is an opportunity to organize your family album.
Find out who is in the photo, where it was taken and
when and what about that time made it a great
memory. Ask questions and listen carefully, their
history is often your history.

Old year books and scrapbooks start conversations.
Ask about their school days, favorite teachers and
classes, about being a teenager and dating.

Make a video. New video equipment makes taping an
interview an easy task. For information on creating oral
histories, check out www.storycorps.org. You@ll find
questions to ask and tips on doing interviews.

Family pictures. Current family pictures of activities
and vacations keep house-bound people in touch
with you.

Activity pictures. Pictures of your garden, your
travels or other activities are also good ways of
providing conversation topics.

Playing together . . .
Puzzles & cards. A deck of cards or a puzzle brought
to the lounge area will involve other residents and
creates a party for everyone. . . especially if you
bring treats.

Arts & crafts. Painting supplies, clay or Play Dough,
or craft and sewing materials makes shared time fun
and invites comfortable chit-chat.

Scrapbooking. Create a family album with old photos
and scrapbooking decorations. It�s a relaxing interlude
for both of you and a time to share stories.

Reading. Find a book you love and read it out loud. It
makes active discussion and it@s a relaxing interlude for
both of you.

Tailgate party. Come and watch a ball game
together. Bring snacks, even microwave popcorn,
and beverages.

Short trips. A day or a few hours off campus is
welcome to people who are mobile. Consider going out
for an ice cream cone, lunch at their favorite restaurant
or even a drive. Perhaps to a barber for a hair cut and

Visiting hours. Check visiting hours and
dining times. Lunch and dinner are important
times for residents. If your visit is during
lunch, ask if you may stay.

Promises. If you say you@re coming, be sure to
keep your promise. This may be one item on
your list for the day but for the person
expecting you, you are the highlight of theirs.

Knock first. Remember that this is not a
public place, it@s their home. Modulate your
voice. Often older people have difficulty
hearing. Speak a little slower and louder . . .
but don@t shout. Just adjust your voice,
perhaps deepening it, so that you can
be heard.

Face to face is best. Sit at eye level whether a
person is in an easy chair or a wheel chair.
This puts you on even ground and opens easy
communication. If a person is hearing-impaired,
they may also be lip-reading.

Speak to them as adults. Just because a
person lives where they can get the care they
require, doesn@t mean they have become childish.

A word about children.Many older people
delight in visits from children. Small children
can also be very active so consider your
children@s personalities and bring something to
do for them should they become bored. This is a
life lesson for children as well and can be
something they will always remember.
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Here are a few pointers for you before the visit . . .

a shave would be a highlight.

If you would like to take out someone who is
non-ambulatory, our staff can help them into the
car and you can use drive-in service so you have
the best of both worlds. Going out makes a big
difference in a person@s outlook and a scenic ride
does much to lift a person@s spirits. When you
return, the staff will be on hand to help.

Giving ideas . . .
If you want to bring a gift, here are a
few ideas . . .
• A box of home baked cookies, chocolates or
hard candies. �depending on any dietary
restrictions�

• Lightly scented lotions, potpourri, or
room sprays

• A small pot of flowers or a small bouquet
• Framed photos of loved ones
• Stamped and addressed birthday and
anniversary or holiday cards

Sharing time . . .
Your personal touch is important ...
• Help write letters and cards to keep in touch
with family.

•With WIFI, it@s easy to bring a computer that
will hook up to Skype and a perfect way to
keep in touch with far-away family and friends.
•When you can@t visit, don@t forget that cards
are always appreciated.

Just remember, you are making a memory of your own for tomorrow, and you will both be highly enriched.Just remember, you are making a memory of your own for tomorrow, and you will both be highly enriched.


